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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the new class of functions called binary supra -irresolute functions and deals with
the concrete examples. The purpose of the present note is to introduce a strong form of binary supra continuity called
binary supra strongly -irresolute which is stronger than binary supra -irresolute. Basic and some comparitive properties
of these fuctions are studied in this paper.
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1. Introduction

In 1983 A.S. Mashhour et al.7 inroduced the supra topological space and studied supra continuous maps. The
class of strongly continuous functions were defined by N. Levine5 in 1960 and that of -continuous functions were
defined by A.S. Mashhour et al.7. The class of - irresolute functions were defined and studied by S.N. Maheshwari et.al.,
in 6. The class of -irresolute function is weaker than the class of strongly continuous function but stronger than that of
-continuous function. Govindappa Navalagi2 studied the class of completely  irresolute function. A function f : X 
Y is said to be strongly continuous (strongly -irrresolute, completely -irresolute) if the inverse image each subset of Y
is clopen in X (if the inverse image of each -open set in Y is open in X, if the inverse image of each -open set of Y is
regular open in X). A binary topology from X to Y is a binary structure M  P(X)  P(Y) that satisfies the following
axioms. (i) The empty set and whole space are binary open. (ii) the intersection of two (finite) binary open sets is an binary
open set. (iii) the union of arbitrary collection of binary open sets is an binary open set is given in 9 . In this paper we
introduce binary supra -irresolute functions and also we study about completely - irresolute and strongly -irresolute
functions in binary supra topological space.
2 Preliminaries:
Notation 2.19:
i.

=

is binary closed and (A,B) 

..
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ii.

=
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is binary closed and (A,B)  (A,B )}.
9

Definition 2.2 : The ordered pair
binary space (X,Y,M) where (A,B)  (X,Y).

is called the binary closure of (A,B), denoted by B-cl(A,B) in the

Notation 2.39:
i.
ii.

=

{A:(A, B) is binary open and

=

is binary open and

.
.

9

Definition 2.4 : Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space and (A,B)  (X,Y). The ordered pair
is called the binary interior of (A,B) denoted by B-int(A,B).
Definition 2.59: Let f :Z  X  Y be a function. Let A  X and B  Y. We define f 1 (A, B) = {
(A,B)} is binary continuous
Definition 2.64: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, let (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra topology
associated with . Let f :Z  X  Y be a function. Then f is called binary supra continuous if f 1(A, B) is supra open in
Z for every binary open set (A,B) in X  Y.
Definition 2.74: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra topology
associated with . Let f :Z  X  Y be a function. Let f : Z  X  Y be a function then:
i. f is called binary supra -continuous if f 1 (A, B) is supra -open in Z for every binary open set (A, B) in X  Y.
ii. f is called binary supra semicontinuous if f 1 (A, B) is supra semiopen in Z for every binary open set (A,B) in X  Y.
iii. f is called binary supra precontinuous if f 1 (A, B) is supra preopen in Z for every binary open set (A,B) in X  Y.
Theorem 2.84: Let (X,Y,M) is a binary topological spaces, (Z,) is a topological space and µ be an associated
supra topology with . Let f :Z  X  Y be a function such that Z\ f 1(A, B)= f 1(X\A, Y\B) for all A  X and B  Y. Then
f is binary supra continuous iff f 1(A, B) is supra closed in Z for all binary closed sets (A,B) in (X,Y, Bµ).
3 Binary supra - irresolute mappings :
This section deals with the basic concepts of Binary supra -irresolute function.
Definition 3.1 : Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, (Z, ) be a topological space and µ be an supra
topology associated with . A function f : Z  X  Y is binary supra -irresolute if the inverse image of every -set in X
Y is an  set in Z.
Example 3.2: Let X={a,b}, Y={1,2} and Z = {a,b,c,d}, M =
, M =
=
, µ=
, =
. Define f : Z  X  Y where f (a) = (a,1), f (b) = (b,1), f (c) = (a,2), f (d) = (b,2). Here
f is binary supra -continuous but not binary supra -irresolute.
Theorem 3.3: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra topology
associated with . Let f : Z  X  Y be a function such that Z\ f 1 (A, B) = f 1(X\A,Y\B) for all A  X and B  Y. Then
f is binary supra -irresolute if and only if f 1 (A, B) is supra -closed in Z for all binary -closed sets (A, B) in (X,Y,M).
Proof : Assume thet f is binary supra irresolute. Let (A,B)  X  Y be a binary -closed set. Therefore (X\A,Y\B)
is binary -open set. That is (X\A,Y\B)  M. Since f is binary supra irresolute, we have f 1(X\A,Y\B) is supra -open in
Z. Therefore Z\ f 1(A,B) is supra -open in Z. Hence, f 1 (A,B) is supra -closed in Z. Conversely, assume that if
f 1(A, B) is supra -closed in Z for all binary -closed set (A,B) in (X,Y,M). Let (A,B)  X  Y be a binary -open set.
To prove f 1(A, B) is supra -open in Z. Since (A,B)  M, we have (X\A,Y\B) is binary -closed set in X  Y. Therefore,
by our assumption f 1(X\A,Y\B) is supra -closed in Z. Thus, Z f 1(A,B) is supra -closed in Z. Hence f 1(A, B) is supra
-open in Z. This proves that f is binary supra irresolute.
Definition 3.4: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra
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topology associated with . Let f :Z  X  Y be a function. The function f : Z  X  Y is called,
i. binary supra irresolute if the inverse image of each supra semiopen set in X  Y is supra semiopen in Z.
ii. binary supra pre-irresolute if the inverse image of each supra preopen set in X  Y is supra preopen in Z.
Theorem 3.5: If f : Z  X  Y is binary supra semiirresolute and binary supra preirresolute then f is binary supra irresolute.
Proof : If (U,V) is an binary -set in X  Y. Since f is irresolute and (U,V)  BSO(X,Y) we have

. Similarly, f is binary supra preirresolute and (U,V)  BPO(X,Y) implies

.

, so that f is Bs-irresolute. Converse of the theorem is false by the following example.

Hence

Example 3.6: Let X={a,b,c}, Z={p,q,r} and M=

.

, =

=

Here

,

}. Define a function f : Z  X  Y as f (p) = (b,a), f (q)=(b,a), f (r) = (a,c).
= {r} is not supra preopen in Z.

4 Binary supra strongly -irresolute mappings :
This section gives the charaterisations of binary supra strongly - irresolute function and comparisons.
Definition 4.1 : Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, let (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra
topology associated with . A mapping f : Z  X  Y is said to be binary supra strongly -irresolute if the inverse image
of each binary -open set in X  Y is supra open in Z.
Example 4.2 : Let X = {a,b},Y = {1,2}, Z ={x,y,z}, M =

, =

,

=

,
=
. Define a function f : Z  X  Y by f (x)=(a,1),

f (y) = (b,2) = f (z). Here f is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
Remark 4.3 : The concept of binary supra strongly -irresolute and binary supra irresolute are independent of
each other. The following example shows that there exists a binary supra strongly -irresolute mapping that is not
irresolute.
Example 4.4 : Let X={a,b,c} and Z={a,b,c,d}, M=

,

=

, BSO(X,X) =

, ={Z, ,{a, b}, {c, d}, µ = {Z, ,{a, b}, {c, d}, {a, c, d}}, µ = µ semiopen. Define a function f :Z 
X  Y by f (a)=(b, b), f (b)=(a, b), f (c)=(c, a), f (d)=(c, a). Here f is binary supra strongly -irresolute but it is not irresolute
function since f 1({b}, {b}) = {a} is not supra semiopen.
Theorem 4.5 : Let (Z, ) be a supra topological space and (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space. Let f :(Z,µ) (X,Y,M)
be a mapping such that Z\ f 1(A, B) = f 1(X\A, Y\B) for all A  X and B  Y, then the following are equivalent:
i. f is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
ii. f :(Z,µ)  (X,Y, B)) is binary supra continuous.
iii. the inverse image of each binary -open set is supra open.
iv. the inverse image of each binary -closed set is supra closed.
v.

(



)

, for each (A,B)  (X,Y).

Proof : (i)  (ii): We know that inverse image of binary -open set in X  Y is open in Z. Since we are
considering binary -open set and hence inverse image of -open in X  Y is supra open in Z.
(ii)(iii): is obvious.
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f Assume f is binary supra strongly continuous. Let (A,B)  X  Y be a binary -closed set. Therefore, (X\A,Y\B) is binary
-open set. That is, (X\A,Y\B) . B Since f is binary supra strongly continuous, we have f
in Z. Therefore Z\ f

1

(X\A, Y\B) is supra open

1

(A,B) is supra closed in Z.

(iii)(i) : is trivial.
(iv)(v): Since (A,B) is binary -closed in X  Y, then it follows that f
f

1

(Bcl(A, B)) =µcl(f

1

(Bcl(A, B)))

1

(Bcl(A, B)) is supra closed in Z. Therefore,

.

Theorem 4.6: If a mapping f : Z  X  Y is binary supra strongly -irresolute, then f -1(U,V) is supra closed for
any binary nowhere dense subset (U,V) of X  Y.
Proof : If (U,V) is binary nowhere dense subset of X  Y, then (X,Y)-(U,V) is an binary -open set of X  Y and
M. It follows that f -1(U,V) is supra closed in Z.
Theorem 4.7: If f : Z  X Y be a mapping, then the folowing are equivalent:
i. f is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
ii. f is binary supra continuous and the inverse image of each nowhere dense set is supra closed.
Proof : (i)  (ii) It follows from the previous lemma.
(ii)  (i) Let (A,B) be an binary -open in X  Y, then (A,B) may be written as a difference between an open set (C,D) and
a binary nowhere dense set (E,F)  (C,D). Since f 1(A,B) = f 1(C,D)- f 1(E,F) = f 1(C,D)  (X-f 1(E,F))  M. Thus the
proof is complete.
Theorem 4.8: Let f : Z  X  Y be a mapping, then the following are equivalent:
i. f is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
ii. For each binary points in (x,y)  (X,Y) and each binary open set (U,V)  X  Y such that (x,y)  B-int(B-cl(U,V)), the
inverse image of (U,V)  ({x},{y}) is a open subset of Z.
Proof : (i)  (ii) We have (U,V)  (U,V)  ({x},{y})  B-int(B-cl(U,V)) and then (U,V)  ({x},{y}) is an
hence

B-open in X  Y and hence
.
(ii)  (i) Let (A,B) be an B-open subset of X  Y. There exists an binary open set (U,V)  (X,Y) such that (U,V)  (A,B)
 B-int(B-cl(U,V)) and then for each (x,y)  (A,B),

. Since f

1

(A, B) =

. Thus f is binary supra -irresolute.
Remark 4.9: (X,Y,M) is called an binary -space if M = M.
Theorem 4.10 : Let (X,Y) be a binary regular -space. The following statements are equivalent:
i. f :Z  X  Y is binary supra strongly - irresolute.
ii. f :Z  X  Y is binary supra -irresolute.
iii. f :Z  X  Y is binary supra -continuous.
Proof : (i)  (ii): If f is binary supra strongly -irresolute that is inverse image of each -open in X  Y is supra
open in Z. Since X  Y is regular -space it is obvious that f is binary supra - irresolute.
(ii)  (iii): Since every binary open in X  Y is binary -open in X  Y and every binary regular open is binary open and
hence f is binary supra -continuous.
(iii)  (i): Since (X,Y) is binary regular space, f is binary supra continuous and then f :Z  X  Y is binary supra
continuous. Since it is reguar -space. Therefore f :Z  X  Y is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
Definition 4.11: A binary topological space (X,Y,M) is binary connected if the only nonempty subset of (X,Y,M)
which is both binary open and binary closed is (X,Y) itself.
Definition 4.12: A binary topological space (X,Y,M) is disconnected iff there exists nonempty proper subset of
(X,Y,M) is both binary open and binary closed.
Theorem 4.13: A binary supra strongly -irresolute image of a supra connected space is binary connected.
Proof : Let (Z,µ) and (X,Y,M) be an supra topological space and binary topological space and f :Z  X  Y is
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binary supra strongly - irresolute function. In case (Z,µ) be supra connected then we have to prove that (X,Y,M) is also
binary connected. Let (X,Y,M) be binary disconnected, then there exists a nonempty proper subset (A,B) of X  Y which
is both binary open and binary closed. But f being binary supra strongly -irresolute therefore f 1 (A,B) is both supra open
and supra closed. Also f is onto mapping and (A,B) is proper nonempty subset of X  Y. Therefore f 1 (A,B) is also
nonempty proper subset of Z which is shown above as both supra open and supra closed. Hence (Z,µ) is supra disconnected.
Thus (X,Y,M) is binary disconnected  (Z,) is supra disconnected or (Z,) is supra connected  (X,Y,M) is binary
connected.
Definition 4.14: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, let (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra
topology associated with . A function f :Z  X  Y is called binary supra completely -irresolute if the inverse image of
each binary -open set in X  Y is regular supra open in Z.
Remark 4.15: Clearly, every binary supra strongly continuous function is binary supra completely -irresolute
function and every binary supra completely -irresolute function is binary supra completely continuous. Also, every
binary supra completely -irresolute function is binary supra - irresolute function.
Theorem 4.16: Every binary supra completely -irresolute function is binary supra strongly -irresolute
function.
Proof :If (U,V) is an binary -open in X  Y. Since f is completely -irresolute and (U,V) B(X,Y) we have
f 1(U,V) is supra regular open in Z. Since every supra regular open is supra open and this implies inverse image of binary
-open is supra open in Z. Therefore f is binary supra strongly -irresolute.
Remark 4.17: Converse of the Theorem 4.16 is not true by the following example.
Example 4.18: Let X = {a,b}, Y = {1,2} and Z={x,y,z}, M={(X,Y),(,), ({a},{1})} M ={(X,Y),(,),
(X,{1}),({a},Y),
({a},{1})}, µ = {Z,,{x},{x,y}{y,z}}. ROµ = {Z,,{x},{y,z}}. Define a function f :Z  X  Y by f (x) = (a,1) = f (y),
f (z) = (b,2). Here f is binary supra strongly -irresolute but not completely -irresolute since f 1(X,{1}) is {x,y} is not
supra regular open.
Definition 4.19: Let (X,Y,M) be a binary topological space, (Z,) be a topological space and µ be an supra
topology associated with . Let f :Z  X  Y be a function. A function f :Z  X  Y is called binary supra strongly
continuous if the inverse image of each subset of X  Y is supra clopen in Z.
Remark 4.20 : For a function f :Z  X  Y, the following implication are known

1. Binary supra continuous, 2. Binary supra -continuous, 3. Binary supra -irresolute, 4. Binary supra strongly
-irresolute, 5. Binary supra completely -irresolute, 6. Binary supra strongly continuous.
Example 4.21: Let X={a,b,c}, Z={a,b,c,d}, M = {(X,Y),(,)(X,{a}),({c},{a}),(X,{a,c}), ({b,c},{a,c}),
({b},), ({b,c}, {a})}, = {Z,,{a},{b,c},{a,b,c}}, µ = {Z,,{a},{b,c},{a,c},{a,b,c}}. Define a function f :Z  X  Y
by f (a)=(a,b), f (b)=(b,a)=f (c), f (d)=(c,b). Here f is not binary supra strongly continuous since f 1(X,{a}) = {b,c} is supra
open but not supra closed but f is binary supra continuous.
Example 4.22: Let X = {a,b,c}, Z = {p,q,r,s}, M={(X,Y),(,),({b},{a}), ({b,c},{a}),({b,c},{a,b})},
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M = {(X,X), (,),(X,{a}), (X,{a,b},(X,{a,c}),({b},X),({b},{a}),({b},{a,b}),({b},{a,c}), ({a,b},X),({a,b},{a}),({a,b},
{a,b}),({a,b},{a,c}),({b,c},X),({b,c},{a}), ({b,c},{a,b}), ({b,c},{a,c})},  ={Z,,{p},{p,q,r}}, µ = {Z,,{p},{q,r},
{p,r}, {p,q,r}}, µ= {Z,,{p},{q,r}, {p,r}, {p,q,r},{p,r,s}}. Let f :Z  X  Y be a function defined by f (p)=(b,a)= f (r)
= f (s), f (q) = (a,c). Since f

1

(X,{a}) = {p,r,s} is not open then the function is not binary supra strongly -irresolute

function but f is binary supra -continuous.
Conclusion
General topology is important in many fields of applied sciences as well as branch of mathematics. In reality it
is used in data mining, computational topology for geometric design and molecular design, digital topology, informtion
systems, non-commutative geometry and its application to quantam physics etc. Also this can be applied in binary supra
topology. Binary supra -irresolute functions has been applied in medical fields. The concept of the paper is to give new
results concerning binary -irresolute functions. Additional strong form of binary supra continuiuty is discussed. Further
our work can be extended to generalisation of continuity.
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